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Public libraries have implemented Readers’ Advisory (RA) services and outreach efforts online in a variety of formats, ranging from one-way communications such as book club announcements and reading lists to interactions with individual patrons about their reading preferences. While the literature contains numerous case studies describing online RA activities and extensive recommendations for practice, what is lacking is a broad, generalizable picture of what percentage of libraries are offering online RA, what types of public libraries are most likely to do so, and what types of online RA efforts have been implemented. Using a random sample of 369 public libraries, this study examined library websites for evidence of RA and analyzed library characteristics that were associated with a higher likelihood of offering these services.

Throughout America’s public libraries, recreational reading is booming, with fiction accounting for an average of 66 percent of the print circulation and 80 percent of the e-book usage in public libraries in 2013.1 Naturally enough, many librarians have sought to improve services to their adult recreational readers by emphasizing readers’ advisory services, which “connect readers with the stories that enrich their lives and our world.”2 “Because leisure pursuits are still the most common rationale for public library visits in this information-centric age,” writes May, “it makes sense for libraries to court their most important constituency—recreational readers. One way to fulfill this mission would be to renew the emphasis on providing readers’ advisory services.”3

Readers’ advisory services have enjoyed a renaissance in public libraries since the 1980s.4 But has that renaissance translated to public library websites?

Library websites serve as “the public face of the institution” and provide extensive information and library services to patrons who never set foot into a physical branch.5 Public library websites also serve as a resource for users who do patronize their community libraries in person, alerting them to the services, events, and resources that will be available to them when they visit. Librarians recognize the importance of delivering services through the digital channels to which users are accustomed—including, potentially, readers’ advisory services.6 This study explores the confluence of those ideas: If readers’ advisory is important in public libraries, and a well-designed online presence is important for public libraries, what is the current state of practice in bringing adult readers’ advisory online?
LITERATURE REVIEW

Providing readers’ advisory (RA) information and services online offers many advantages to library patrons. Much like virtual reference, online RA is likely to appeal to patrons because of the privacy and convenience it affords. Some patrons who are reticent about approaching in person may be particularly drawn to this option.7 “Noninvasive” online forms allow librarians to provide reading guidance to patrons in an “efficient, low-pressure” way.8 Online RA can also offer librarians an opportunity to provide better service. While the in-person readers’ advisory conversation sometimes feels rushed, causing librarians to recommend the books they can find or recall most quickly instead of the ones that are best matches, online RA can be more deliberate, allowing advisors to consult with their colleagues and peruse appropriate tools without stress.9 In addition, creating an online presence for RA services inherently serves to promote them: Patrons in the stacks may be unaware that any reading guidance is available, but could learn of it if they visit a library website that highlights it.10 Online RA, therefore, can be used as both a service itself and also a form of outreach to website visitors about the library’s suite of RA services. Finally, in addition to promoting the readers’ advisory service, online RA can be used to promote the contents of a library’s collections, bringing attention to books that might otherwise go overlooked.11

Although a standard vocabulary is not universally employed, most recommendations for online readers’ advisory services distinguish between various forms of “one-way” communication and “interactive” approaches to RA (and consequently to website design). Newman divides online readers’ advisory techniques into two categories, static and dynamic, with static techniques including book lists and reviews and dynamic including interactive forms.12 Trott draws a similar distinction between “passive” and “active” RA techniques, applying those categories to both in-person and online services.13

Static, passive, or one-way techniques include any mechanisms by which libraries can share information or recommendations about books with their website users as a group (as opposed to techniques for providing recommendations to an individual). Book lists, reviews, annotations, and read-alike ideas all fall into this category.14 Some of these techniques can be online translations of book promotion activities previously undertaken in the physical library—for example, reading lists that had been distributed as handouts or bookmarks might be converted to online lists or blog posts, or book talks made into podcasts. Visually pleasing book displays on endcaps in the library can move online as annotated reading lists or reading maps.15 Other suggested approaches are unique to online RA—Ellis, for example, advises librarians to create video “trailers” to pitch selected books on their websites.16

Interactive or dynamic approaches are those that enable readers’ advisory librarians to provide online service to individual patrons. These techniques more closely mirror the readers’ advisory interview, in which a librarian tailors recommendations to an individual reader’s tastes and preferred appeal factors. Individual reading recommendations may be provided by email, and some libraries have experimented with providing RA services via chat.17 Libraries can host online book discussion groups.18 Librarians who have been successful with online readers’ advisory particularly recommend creating reading suggestion forms that patrons can use to describe their reading interests and receive considered feedback from readers’ advisory librarians.19 The Seattle Public Library, for example, offers a simple online form called “Your Next Five Books” that librarians use to generate recommendations.20 At the oft-cited Williamsburg Regional Library, librarians have developed a reading preference form that serves as the foundation for all readers’ advisory encounters. Using the same form both in person and online, they found that it is typical to receive “two to three online submissions for every paper submission.”21 The Jacksonville Public Library has expanded on the idea, creating online forms that patrons can use to request not only readers’ advisory, but also music advisory, supplying information about their tastes to receive a “personalized booklist” or “personalized playlist.”22 Playlist recommendations are both sent to the patrons requesting them and posted to a music advisory blog.23

Web 2.0 and social networking tools have also been discussed as avenues for readers’ advisory.24 Maatta recommends that RA librarians embrace a suite of Web 2.0 tools including blogs, wikis, RSS feeds, and podcasts to promote books and communicate with patrons, and that they connect to readers via social networking tools.25 Anwyll and Chawner recommend incorporating social media into online RA, suggesting, for example, using blogs and microblogging sites like Twitter to promote books and events and using social networking sites like Facebook for interactive RA services.26 Others, including the Williamsburg Regional Library, have used blogs to deliver online book reviews and have found this method to be a successful means of reaching patrons who do not make use of in-person RA.27 Kastner reports reaching over 100 readers in a one-day experiment with providing readers’ advisory via Facebook; Rua describes a similarly successful twelve-hour Facebook RA event that reached more than 200 participants and gained the library 300 new fans.28 Saricks notes the potential of Facebook for interactive RA and also suggests using Pinterest to create online book displays.29 Finally, some libraries have enabled features that allow patrons to create content within the library catalog, such as user-generated tags and comments.30 According to Pecoskie, Spiteri, and Tarulli, this “user-generated content serves to complement the MARC bibliographic record” and “can provide insight into the ways users understand and respond to their own readings.”31 Readers’ advisors who collaborate with catalogers to take full advantage of the capacities of next-generation library catalogs—adding reviews and tags, integrating tools such as NovelList, and expanding records with descriptive language that captures appeal
factors—can make their catalogs into “remote community space for readers.”32 These social tools somewhat blur the distinction between one-way and interactive online readers’ advisory, but librarians can still differentiate between services intended for groups of patrons, such as blogs, podcasts, or enriched catalog content; and individual recommendations, such as can be provided via social networking tools.

Many non-library sites and tools serve functions related to online readers’ advisory. Dedicated social networking sites such as Goodreads, LibraryThing, and Shelfari connect users to one another based on common interests and create communities of readers online. Users discuss books in what Stover calls the “vocabulary of appeal” and in what Naik calls the equally important language of “repel terms,” factors that might make a book unappealing.33 While some have framed these sites as competitors to RA in libraries, other readers’ advisory librarians have found them valuable as RA tools or suggested them as models from which ideas can be drawn.34 Wright and Bass advise librarians to participate actively in these online communities to meet and assist patrons where they are already discussing books.35 Finally, an additional feature of LibraryThing, LibraryThing for Libraries, can be used to enhance the usefulness of library websites as sources of reading recommendations. The system of OPAC enhancements enables users to add ratings, reviews, and tags, while the BookPsychic service tailors recommendations to the holdings of an individual library.36 (N.B. Amazon has owned Shelfari since 2008 and acquired Goodreads in 2013. The company is also a minority shareholder in LibraryThing.)37

In addition to social sites that appeal to communities of readers, a variety of online tools have been developed specifically to generate reading guidance. For example, Whichbook generates recommendations based on a series of sliding scales for appeal factors; users can indicate where they would like their books to fall on continua like “easy to demanding” or “optimistic to bleak.”38 NPR organized its critics’ 2014 book recommendations into a “Book Concierge” app that readers can use by selecting combinations of descriptive tags.39 Penguin Books offers the Penguin Hotline, through which readers can fill out a form and receive personalized recommendations from staffers.40 Even the streaming music site Pandora provides an example of an online service that helps users (in this case listeners, rather than readers) identify new entertainment based on the systematic analysis of appeal factors—Wyatt cites Pandora as a model for some of the features of the ideal RA database.41 The popularity of these and similar sites speaks to the viability of online communities and conversations about books and reading, and so implicitly argues for online readers’ advisory.

Ten years ago, Trott noted that it had “become common for library Web sites to include a readers’ advisory presence”; however, it is still difficult to quantify that “common.”42 While the practitioner literature contains numerous case studies and extensive advice on developing online readers’ advisory, little research has been conducted describing the state of online RA or the factors associated with its development. In 2001, a group of readers’ advisory librarians in the Chicago area examined a sample of RA websites and developed recommendations. However, that study focused on guidelines for site design (visibility, clear purpose, logical organization, clean layout, etc.), not the content of the readers’ advisory tools contained therein.43 Anwyll and Chawner, in a small-scale review of the social media readers’ advisory practices at New Zealand public libraries, found that respondents were generally well-disposed toward offering online RA, but that limited staff time and technical barriers created impediments, and that smaller libraries were generally later to adopt social media.44 A recent evaluation of academic and public library websites measured some related features, such as descriptions of library services, information on library news and events, and online reference; however, it did not address readers’ advisory per se.45

The most similar study to the present article that could be located was Kelly’s master’s degree thesis, in which he analyzed several hundred public library websites for readers’ advisory content. He found that approximately 10 percent offered “original” RA on their websites in some fashion, either submitted by patrons or created by staff. The most frequently noted elements were genre book lists, some kind of interactivity (site searches being the most common type), and links to external websites. Kelly also analyzed a small sample of libraries with robust readers’ advisory websites, selecting eighteen sites that either “contained most of the variables studied; namely, numerous and varied genre book lists, a degree of interactivity, and a substantial number of links” or offered “overall innovative features.” He found that “no stereotypical library . . . produced high-quality readers’ advisory web pages,” noting that smaller libraries were well-represented among his sample. However, he cautioned that the available sample was too small for significant conclusions to be drawn.46 One of the goals of the present study is to determine whether more meaningful trends can be observed with a larger sample now that online readers’ advisory has had an additional fifteen years to mature.

### Research Problems

This study examined whether public libraries are using their websites to engage in readers’ advisory outreach and services to users and what factors are correlated with online readers’ advisory, where it exists. Both one-way means of information transfer (e.g., announcements) and interactive approaches (such as web forms for contacting librarians) were examined. The research questions were:

1. What types of readers’ advisory information and services do public libraries include on their websites?
2. What characteristics of libraries—such as size, location, funding, organizational structure, and employment of degreed librarians—are related to a higher likelihood of including readers’ advisory on the websites?
3. Is the quality or complexity of the website overall related to the likelihood of readers’ advisory being included on the website?

METHOD

A simple random sample of 369 public libraries was chosen using the 2010 Public Libraries in the United States Survey (PLS) by the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) as a sampling frame. The sample size was determined using a sample size calculator and based on the total number of libraries in the 2010 PLS (9,308). There were 323 libraries in the sample that had websites (87.5 percent). A content analysis check sheet was used to examine the websites for the presence of many readers’ advisory items. Websites were analyzed for both elements of readers’ advisory service that took place entirely online (e.g., a form for personal reading guidance) and outreach elements for in-person activities (e.g., announcements of book clubs). A dataset was created that paired the information from the content analysis check sheet with the PLS data for each of the libraries in the sample. This pairing made it possible to analyze the content analysis data with many variables from the PLS dataset, such as population of the service area, funding variables, and location variables. A variety of analyses were conducted including univariate analyses (frequencies, percentages, and range), bivariate analyses (cross-tabulations and chi-square), correlations (Spearman’s rho), and regression analyses.

A limitation of the study was its exclusion of RA services aimed at children and teenagers—only adult readers’ advisory was examined. Also, many public libraries have Facebook or other social media pages either as their only online presence or in addition to their websites. These social media library sites were not examined. Websites were only viewed with a desktop computer and not with mobile devices. Library sites designed for mobile users might have different content than more traditional websites. Finally, it was not possible to examine what RA services the libraries in this study offer in their physical branches, so the relationship between the online and in-person RA services within a given library cannot be analyzed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES

The dependent variables in this study were the readers’ advisory items from the content analysis check sheet and are listed individually in table 1. These individual items were also combined into the following scores that were computed from how many possible items in a particular category that each website contained. These scored items were: the total Readers’ Advisory Score with a theoretical range of 0–13, and an actual range of 0–9; Announcements Score with a theoretical and actual range of 0–3; Internet Score with a theoretical and actual range of 0–3; Patron Input Score with a theoretical and actual range of 0–2; and Staff Content Score with a theoretical range of 0–3 and an actual range of 0–2.

To determine whether the availability of RA services was merely a function of an overall better website, an independent variable labeled Website Score was created from the variables “subpage of city website,” “website has subpages,” “ease of use,” “complexity,” and “broken” (broken links, empty pages, etc.). This score had a theoretical range of 0 to 8, and an actual range of 2–8. Because of the nature of some of the variables that created this score, for analysis purposes this was considered an ordinal level variable.

Several items from the IMLS Public Library Survey were used as independent variables. These items were selected because they describe several key characteristics by which public libraries substantively differ—size, geographical location, funding levels and sources, employment of degreed librarians, and administrative structure. Analyses were conducted on these variable to determine whether particular characteristics of libraries were associated with online readers’ advisory. The variables are listed below with their PLS codes:

- Population of the Legal Service Area (POPU_LSA)
- Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) ALA-MLS Librarians (MASTER)
- Operating revenue from local government (LOCGVT)
- Operating revenue from state government (STGVT)
- Operating revenue from federal government (FEDGVT)
- Total expenditures on the library collection (TOTEXPCO)
- Legal Basis Code (C_LEGEBAS)—this is the type of governing agency of the library
- Bureau of Economic Analysis Code (OBEREG)—this is the region of the country
- Urban-Centric Locale Code (LOCALE)—this refers to the size of the community the library serves and was recoded as City, Suburb, Town, and Rural
- Administrative Structure Code (C_ADMIN)—this states whether or not the library has branches

DATA ANALYSIS

The first research question asked: What types of readers’ advisory information and services do public libraries include on their websites? About two-thirds of libraries (202 out of 323, 62.5 percent) had some sort of readers’ advisory items on their websites. The largest category of items was announcements (161, 49.8 percent), and most of those were book club announcements (148, 45.8 percent). The next largest category was Internet items (93, 28.8 percent). Of these, 7 libraries (17.6 percent) had a specific readers’ advisory web page. Less than 20 percent of libraries had an online mechanism to request input from patrons (56, 17.3 percent) such as requests for purchases or patron reviews of materials. Even fewer posted original intellectual content by librarians or staff (43, 13.3 percent) such as annotations, reading lists, or a readers’ advisory blog. Almost no libraries had specific...
readers’ advisory contact capability on their sites such as a web form for personal reading guidance (2, 0.6 percent) or contact information for personal reading guidance (zero libraries had this). Overall, while 62.5 percent of libraries had some of the items defined as readers’ advisory in this study, the majority of the individual items were represented by fewer than 20 percent of libraries, with only book club announcements as an individual item appearing on more than 20 percent of websites. The two items listed as ways for patrons to request assistance were found on so few websites (only 2) that this variable was not used for any of the further data analysis in the study. See table 1.

### BIVARIATE AND REGRESSION ANALYSES

Bivariate and regression analyses were used to examine the second research question: What characteristics of libraries are related to a higher likelihood of having readers’ advisory on the websites? For the cross-tabulation tables, dependent variables were created for the overall “Any Readers’ Advisory Items” on the websites, and for each of the categories from table 1: Announcements, Internet items, Patron input, and Staff content. These items were coded 1 if the website had any item from that category, and 0 for no items.

Table 2 examines whether the following library variables are related to the likelihood of having readers’ advisory items: the employment of ALA-MLS librarians, the library having branches, and the type of governing body. The data show that libraries with ALA-MLS librarians were much more likely to have all categories of readers’ advisory items on their websites than libraries without degreed librarians, and for several categories they were more than twice as likely. The biggest contrast was that almost no libraries without degreed librarians provided their own readers’ advisory content such as reviews or reading lists (5, 3.4 percent) compared to libraries with librarians (38, 21.8 percent). All of these differences were statistically significant.

Libraries that had branches were more likely to provide readers’ advisory content on their webpages, and in the cases of providing staff content and seeking patron input, they were twice as likely to do so. All of the differences between libraries with branches and those without were statistically significant. The last comparison in this table was whether content varied for libraries governed by different types of agencies. There were no meaningful differences for libraries on this variable, and none of the readers’ advisory categories showed differences across library types that were statistically significant. See table 2.

Library location made a great deal of difference in whether libraries had readers’ advisory items on their websites. For all content areas, city libraries were more than twice as likely as rural libraries to have items, with nearly all city libraries having some readers’ advisory (22, 95.7 percent) compared...
to less than half of rural libraries (54.0, p < .05). Once again, the largest difference was in staff-generated content, with only 6.7 percent of rural libraries compared to 39.1 percent of city libraries having this feature on their websites. The differences across library locations were statistically significant for all readers’ advisory categories.

The population of the service area (recoded into 5 groups) was also significantly related to differences in the availability of readers’ advisory items. More than half of the libraries in the study had fewer than 10,000 people in their service area, and in most categories these libraries were less than half as likely to offer readers’ advisory on their websites than even the next largest population category of 10,000 to 24,999 people. While the differences between the smallest population areas and the next size up were large, the differences between that second-smallest category and the largest population areas were less than 15 percentage points. The cross-tabulations in the previous section showed that the overall score for readers’ advisory items, and this was statistically significant for all categories except patron input. These results were not what was expected, so a cross-tabulation of complexity and ease of use was done to understand the variables better. This showed that basic websites had a higher ease of use and complex websites were more likely to have a middle ease of use. In other words, the relationship between middle ease of use and presence of RA items is a function of the fact that complex websites generally had both RA items and middle ease of use. The majority of sites had few or no broken links and other errors, and the presence of readers’ advisory items on the websites were not statistically significant across this variable, except for staff content, which did show statistical significance. See table 3.

Research question 3 was “is the quality or complexity of the website overall related to the likelihood of readers’ advisory being included on the website?” During the data collection, websites were classed on three subjective factors: complexity of the site, ease of use, and the incidence of broken links, empty pages, and other problems. Complex and mid-level websites were enormously more likely to have readers’ advisory items of all categories than basic websites, and these differences were statistically significant. Middle ease of use websites were more likely than low or high ease of use sites to have readers’ advisory items, and this was statistically significant for all categories except patron input. The cross-tabulations in the previous section showed that library size variables are related to different levels of readers’ advisory availability on websites, but how strong is the relationship between these variables? A Spearman’s rho (a statistic measuring correlation of ordinal-level variables) was conducted using the readers’ advisory category scores and several library size variables. The correlation analysis indicated that the overall score for readers’ advisory items on the website

### Table 2. Readers’ Advisory Items on Websites by Library Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whether Library has Employees with ALA Accredited MLS</th>
<th>No MLS Librarian (n = 149)</th>
<th>MLS Librarian (n = 174)</th>
<th>χ² sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any RA items</td>
<td>45.0% (67)</td>
<td>77.6% (135)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announcements</td>
<td>30.2% (45)</td>
<td>66.7% (116)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet items</td>
<td>20.1% (30)</td>
<td>36.2% (63)</td>
<td>.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron input</td>
<td>10.1% (15)</td>
<td>23.6% (41)</td>
<td>.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff content</td>
<td>3.4% (5)</td>
<td>21.8% (38)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whether Library has Branches</th>
<th>No Branches (n = 273)</th>
<th>Has Branches (n=50)</th>
<th>χ² sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any RA items</td>
<td>59.3% (162)</td>
<td>80.0% (40)</td>
<td>.006*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announcements</td>
<td>46.2% (126)</td>
<td>70.0% (35)</td>
<td>.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet items</td>
<td>26.4% (72)</td>
<td>42.0% (21)</td>
<td>.025*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron input</td>
<td>15.0% (41)</td>
<td>30.0% (15)</td>
<td>.010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff content</td>
<td>11.0% (30)</td>
<td>26.0% (13)</td>
<td>.004*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Governing Agency</th>
<th>Municipal Government (n = 157)</th>
<th>County/ Parish (n = 27)</th>
<th>Non-Profit (n = 56)</th>
<th>Library District (n = 59)</th>
<th>χ² sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any RA items</td>
<td>61.1% (96)</td>
<td>63.0% (17)</td>
<td>64.3% (36)</td>
<td>61.0% (36)</td>
<td>.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announcements</td>
<td>45.2% (71)</td>
<td>55.6% (15)</td>
<td>51.8% (29)</td>
<td>54.2% (32)</td>
<td>.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet items</td>
<td>29.3% (46)</td>
<td>29.6% (8)</td>
<td>28.6% (16)</td>
<td>30.5% (18)</td>
<td>.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron input</td>
<td>21.7% (34)</td>
<td>22.2% (6)</td>
<td>7.1% (4)</td>
<td>15.3% (9)</td>
<td>.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff content</td>
<td>11.5% (18)</td>
<td>18.5% (5)</td>
<td>16.1% (9)</td>
<td>11.9% (7)</td>
<td>.663</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant at α = .05 or better

### CORRELATION AND REGRESSION

The cross-tabulations in the previous section showed that library size variables are related to different levels of readers’ advisory availability on websites, but how strong is the relationship between these variables? A Spearman’s rho (a statistic measuring correlation of ordinal-level variables) was conducted using the readers’ advisory category scores and several library size variables. The correlation analysis indicated that the overall score for readers’ advisory items on the website...
was correlated at a moderate to near-substantial level with the library’s total expenditure on the collection, the number of ALA-MLS librarians, the amount of annual funding by local government sources, and the size of the population of the library’s service area. The score was correlated at a low-level to state government funding. The correlation with the level of federal government funding was negligible. The presence on the websites of readers’ advisory announcements was substantially correlated with the total expenditure on the collection, and near-substantial for population size, presence of ALA-MLS librarians, and level of local government funding. State funding was correlated at a low-moderate, and federal funding at a negligible level. The number of ALA-MLS librarians and the level of local government funding showed a low level of correlation with the presence on the website of readers’ advisory announcements, Internet items such as a readers’ advisory page and links, and also with requests for patron input such as reviews and purchase requests. Total expenditure on the collection was also correlated at a low level with the presence of Internet items. Typical interpretations of correlation coefficients range from those near zero which are negligible, through low, substantial, strong, to those that are very strong near 1.00. In this table the statistically significant correlations ranged from .110, a negligible correlation, to .503, a substantial correlation. See table 5.

A Spearman’s rho correlation analysis was also run with the readers’ advisory category scores and the created variable Website Score. The correlation coefficients for the overall readers’ advisory score, the announcements score, and the staff content score ranged from .311 to .385, indicating a moderate level of correlation. The Internet item score coefficient (.238) and the patron input score coefficient (.163) showed a low correlation of these variables with Website Score. See table 6.

The cross-tabulations and the bivariate correlations describe the interaction of two variables. Multiple regression analysis combines several independent variables and tests their ability to predict change in the dependent variable. A variety of multiple regression analysis combinations were conducted to evaluate how well the library size variables predicted the presence of readers’ advisory items on the libraries’ websites. The predictor variables were the following measures of aspects of library size: population of the service area, FTE ALA-MLS librarians, total expenditures on the collection, and levels of local, state, and federal funding; and the dependent variables were readers’ advisory score,
Table 4. Readers’ Advisory on Websites by Quality of Website Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Complex (n = 57)</th>
<th>Midlevel (n = 165)</th>
<th>Basic (n = 101)</th>
<th>χ² sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any RA items</td>
<td>86.0% (49)</td>
<td>69.7% (115)</td>
<td>37.6% (38)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announcements</td>
<td>73.7% (42)</td>
<td>53.9% (89)</td>
<td>29.7% (30)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet items</td>
<td>42.1% (24)</td>
<td>35.8% (59)</td>
<td>9.9% (10)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron input</td>
<td>38.6% (22)</td>
<td>16.4% (27)</td>
<td>6.9% (7)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff content</td>
<td>33.3% (19)</td>
<td>13.3% (22)</td>
<td>2.0% (2)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, a regression was conducted with each individual predictor variable and each dependent variable. Local

Table 5. Correlation of Library Size Variables and Reader’s Advisory Items on Library Websites (N = 323)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Readers' Advisory Score</th>
<th>Annual $ Collection</th>
<th>ALA-MLS</th>
<th>Local Govt $</th>
<th>Service Popul.</th>
<th>State Govt $</th>
<th>Federal Govt $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.475**</td>
<td>.455**</td>
<td>.413**</td>
<td>.403**</td>
<td>.296**</td>
<td>.166**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Announcements Score

| Correlation Coefficient | .503**              | .465**  | .433**        | .448**         | .285**       | .159**         |
| Significance            | .000                | .000    | .000          | .000           | .000         | .004           |

Staff Content Score

| Correlation Coefficient | .330**              | .330**  | .266**        | .262**         | .179**       | .082           |
| Significance            | .000                | .000    | .000          | .000           | .001         | .140           |

Internet Items Score

| Correlation Coefficient | .243**              | .221**  | .198**        | .181**         | .190**       | .116*          |
| Significance            | .000                | .000    | .000          | .001           | .001         | .037           |

Patron Input Score

| Correlation Coefficient | .187**              | .209**  | .193**        | .161**         | .110*        | .047           |
| Significance            | .001                | .000    | .004          | .048           | .040         |                |

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
**Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

announcements score, Internet items score, staff content score, and patron input score.

First, a regression was conducted with each individual predictor variable and each dependent variable. Local
government funding was the best single predictor variable for the overall readers’ advisory score (predicted 9.8 percent of the variance) and for the announcements score (predicted 15.1 percent of the variance). FTE ALA-MLS librarians was the best single predictor for the staff content score (9.2 percent) and the patron input score (1.8 percent, quite negligible). The Internet score variable showed very little ability to be predicted by any of the individual independent variables, with less than 1 percent of its variance being predicted.

The multiple regression model that was considered most appropriate used the predictor variables total expenditures on the collection, FTE ALA-MLS librarians, local funding, and state funding. Federal funding was eliminated for its low correlation with the dependent variables. Population of the service area had a higher correlation, but appeared to offer little additional predictive input beyond the variables already in the model, probably due to multicollinearity. Therefore, it was eliminated from the final model.

The results of the regression are shown in table 7. The best prediction model was for Announcements Score, but even so, the model predicted less than 20 percent of the variation in whether a library’s website contained readers’ advisory announcements (17.2 percent prediction). Readers’ Advisory Score could be predicted at 15.1 percent, and Staff Content Score at 9.7 percent. The model predicted less than 5 percent of Internet Score (4.5 percent), and Patron Input Score was so low as to not reach statistical significance.

It can be concluded that these variables that are representative of library size predicted very little of the likelihood that readers’ advisory items would be found on the library’s website. This suggests that there are other, unidentified factors affecting libraries’ decisions to include readers’ advisory items on their websites; possibilities are discussed in the conclusion.

**DISCUSSION**

Of the 369 libraries in the sample, 323 had websites (87.5 percent). These library sites were searched for thirteen types of readers’ advisory items, grouped into five categories. Nearly two-thirds of libraries (62.5 percent) had at least one item, and the most common by far was book club announcements (45.8 percent of sites). All other items were found on fewer than 20 percent of websites. Within the groupings of readers’ advisory items by type, half of sites had announcements (49.8 percent), over one-quarter had Internet items (28.8 percent), 17.3 percent requested input from patrons, and 13.3 percent of sites contained content created by library staff. Items in the fifth category, ways for library patrons to contact staff to request readers’ advisory assistance, were found on only two websites. This number was too low to reasonably use this category in further analysis.

Cross-tabulations showed that a variety of variables related to library size were significantly related to the presence of readers’ advisory items. These included the presence of ALA-MLS librarians, whether the library had branches, city compared to rural location, and population of the service area. Region of the country was significant for the overall readers’ advisory score and for announcements, but not for the other categories. Type of governing agency was not a significant factor. Website complexity and ease of use were also significantly related.

Correlation analysis found that the library size factors most highly correlated with the presence of readers’ advisory items were, in order, total expenditure on the collection, FTE ALA-MLS librarians, amount of local government funding, and population of the service area. State government funding was less strongly correlated, and federal funding was negligible. Website quality was moderately correlated. In the correlation analysis, the Internet score and the patron input scores were much less likely to show correlation with the independent variables than staff content, announcements, and the overall readers’ advisory score. Even the best correlations in this analysis were merely mid-level and did not reach the level of a strong correlation.

Regression analysis also showed merely a weak to moderate relationship between the predictor and dependent variables with the best models predicting less than 20 percent of the variation in the readers’ advisory category scores. This suggests that while some larger libraries are more likely to have these items on their websites than some smaller libraries, there are other, unexamined factors that are more influential.
The literature on readers’ advisory describes a wide variety of approaches to online RA, and numerous case studies outline exemplary outreach efforts on public library websites. Librarians who have reported on their online RA endeavors have generally described an enthusiastic response from their patrons as well as averring that the online environment improves the quality of service, as it allows advisors to respond more deliberately. However, this study’s findings indicate that libraries that offer robust online RA services remain a minority. Contrary to the advice in the practitioner literature, public libraries appear to be much more likely to use their websites only for outreach about in-person RA activities (such as book club announcements), not for actual provision of readers’ advisory online. In 2000, Kelly found that approximately 10 percent of the libraries in his sample included original RA content such as book lists. The most similar item in the present study was intellectual content by librarians, found on the websites of 13.3 percent of the studied libraries. Although Kelly’s variables do not align perfectly with those of the present study, which limits the potential for comparison, that finding suggests that the intervening years have seen little change in the prevalence of that aspect of online RA.

It is distinctly possible that readers’ advisory is taking place online in some public libraries, but that it is invisible as a standalone service or is occurring in another venue besides the library website. Trott has argued that RA is often under-measured because it is subsumed under general reference services. General online reference is widespread, provided by 65 percent of public libraries in 2010. Some libraries that do not highlight readers’ advisory on their websites as a distinct service might very well be providing RA among other types of reference questions answered online. It is also possible that public libraries are providing readers’ advisory services via social media. The present study only examined library websites; however, its website is not necessarily the entirety of a public library’s online presence. Some libraries may very well be recommending books to their patrons on Facebook, promoting book clubs and author talks on Twitter, and engaging a large community of readers on Goodreads, without any of this activity being apparent on their main websites. Readers’ advisory, and conversations about books, may also be occurring within next-generation library catalogs. Further research is needed to examine the state of practice in these additional online venues.

However, the assumption that RA questions and requests will arrive through the general reference or social media channels, and so no promotion is needed on the website, is risky. Many library patrons have no idea that recreational reading guidance is available or fear that such questions would not be welcome. Likewise, patrons who look on a library’s website for help will not necessarily be motivated to check the library’s Facebook page as well. Readers’ advisory services receive an appreciative response from patrons when they learn that they are available, but they tend to be under-marketed. Were greater online outreach for RA services emphasized, many patrons would likely be pleasantly surprised to learn that such help is available.

This study suggests that larger libraries are more likely to have RA items on their websites, but the predictive value is only nominal. Both some large and some small libraries have some RA items, and practically none of any size included options for direct personal assistance. If the presence of online RA items is not a function of library size, then what affects the provision of online RA? This study does not provide appropriate data to draw conclusions, and future research is necessary to identify the barriers to robust online RA.

However, it is probably reasonable to assume that the individual interests and priorities of the librarians play a significant role. In addition, librarians might be less likely to develop online RA services if they anticipate that it would be too difficult or resource-intensive to maintain them. Some librarians may want to provide, say, annotated online book lists, but lack the time to refresh them with appropriate frequency. The correlation between website complexity and presence of RA items is not a function of library size, then what affects the provision of online RA? This study does not provide appropriate data to draw conclusions, and future research is necessary to identify the barriers to robust online RA.

Conversely, the absence of RA items may sometimes be an artifact of minimal online services or outreach overall. Finally, some librarians may simply view RA as uniquely unsuited to online provision. Readers’ advisory “is all about how well we talk to patrons.” Some librarians may find it difficult to conceive of effectively translating the personal conversation about books and reading that is at the heart of a readers’ advisory interview to a faceless online environment. If librarians perceive this service as inherently demanding a personal conversation that cannot be easily replicated online, they may be especially reluctant to offer it digitally.

However, the popularity of commercial sites such as Goodreads for connecting readers with books, as well as the experience of the relatively small number of libraries whose

| Table 7. Multiple Regression Results Using Independent Variables: Total expenditure on collection, FTE ALA-MLS Librarians, Local Funding, State Funding |
|----------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Dependent Variables             | Adjusted R²     | F value (3, 320)| Significance    |
| Readers’ Advisory Score         | .151            | 15.265          | .000*           |
| Announcements Score             | .172            | 17.689          | .000*           |
| Staff Content Score             | .097            | 9.625           | .000*           |
| Internet Score                  | .045            | 4.817           | .001*           |
| Patron Input Score              | .014            | 2.131           | .077            |

*Statistically significant
online RA experiences have been described in the practitioners' literature, belies the assumption that RA cannot take place online. Using public library websites as outreach tools for readers' advisory can help keep this library service convenient and relevant in the lives of digitally immersed users. It might be a useful tool for reaching Millennials in particular.

The recent Pew study on the use of public libraries by people under 30 found that these younger adults were as likely to have used a public library in the last year as older adults, and more likely to have ever used a library website (although older adults were more likely to have used a library website in the past week). However, younger adults were less likely to know about the services and programs offered by their public library. An earlier Pew study from October 2012 found that younger adults and older adults were equally likely to get book recommendations from “a librarian/library website.” These findings suggest that an audience exists for online RA from public libraries, if libraries choose to provide it.

This study was unable to examine the relationship between online RA items and the readers' advisory services, if any, that were available in person to patrons of the libraries whose websites were examined. Future research might study whether minimal or nonexistent online RA accurately mirrors the service's overall availability. Future research is also suggested to identify the barriers to online RA, perhaps especially to the direct provision of reading recommendations.

Meanwhile, this study indicates that online RA of any type would be a new area for many public libraries. Librarians who are interested in expanding into this domain might find that the simplest first step is online promotion of existing services. Only 17.6 percent of public libraries in this study's sample had specific RA pages on their websites. Presuming such a service is available, libraries could easily add static pages to their existing sites describing this in-person service and encouraging patrons to take advantage of it. A commitment to ensuring that websites accurately reflect any upcoming events (book clubs, book talks, author programs, etc.) and announcements about the readers' advisory services would also be a relatively simple and low-investment step into promoting services digitally. Similarly, libraries that provide read-alike lists or other original content should make an effort to ensure that that content is reproduced online for the benefit of their virtual patrons. For librarians who are interested in stepping into online RA but who may be concerned about the time and resources required, it may be most useful to think in terms of promotion of in-person services and translation of existing materials to the web, rather than viewing online RA as an entirely new and separate service.

However, case studies from the apparently small number of libraries that do provide readers' advisory to individual patrons online indicate that the service is feasible and need not be overwhelming. Recreational readers want to talk about books, and many of them want to have those conversations online. Shouldn't public libraries join them?
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